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The Editor 
Some really interesting articles this time round so please take 
some time to have a look through.

As always, though, I am looking for new, informative, 
interesting or  amusing articles and pictures so please do let me 
have some content as I am often struggling to fill these pages. 
Many thanks to John Young who is a consistent provider of 
great articles and once again provided two relating to the 
Vintage Competition at Lasham and De-rigging Gliders. 
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Message from the Chairman 
Firstly I wanted to say a huge thank you to all the members of the club involved in the Open Weekend 
during September. This was a huge success and, as well as promoting our sport and our club, we 
generated a goodly amount of profit that will help us to continue to offer great value flying fees to 
members and students during the coming year. We were very lucky with the weather which was 
pleasant and just right for doing lots of trial lessons without having the oppressive heat we had last 
year. Everyone who supported really put their backs in to making the weekend a success so many 
thanks to you all.

We have now seen our last set of Abbey College students go solo and we have therefore already started 
three new young people on a Sunday with a further 3 starting on a Saturday so welcome to you all I am 
sure once again you will make us proud. We also have a waiting list of people wanting to join the club 
and this a testament to the quality, friendliness and value we offer. 

There is though lots of work to do to maintain and run the club so please do speak to any member of 
the committee if you feel you can help in any way, keeping the site operational, maintaining equipment 
and gliders, or doing the masses of admin that goes along with running what is in essence a small 
business.  Michael Muir
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Initially, interest had been very muted and I was on the brink of cancelling until Mike Newton and two other 
Crowland members came to the rescue closely followed by Michael Muir and Brian Palmer. We had been 
invited to visit the Northumbria Gliding Club by John Allan, known to many as a past CFI at Henlow and chief 
engineering observer on the Concorde flight test programme. Now in his 90th year he has only very recently 
stopped solo flying but is still an active member at Currock Hill. 

On arrival, we were immediately impressed with the purpose built hangar with integral workshop and recently 
refurbished clubhouse. After tea and introductions we were treated to a tour of the site and a briefing on the 
very strict rules governing operating both in and under Class D airspace (Newcastle airport). The club’s 
operating airspace is negotiated daily with Newcastle ATC before flying commences. This can become very 
complicated if Newcastle decide to change runways during the day. Airborne gliders have to be contacted, 
recalled and briefed on the new arrangements. It did happen whilst we were there. 

Monday dawned with a stiff crosswind which the lightweight Eurofox tugs find particularly difficult, especially 
with a heavy Puchacz on tow. A trip to Hadrian’s Wall 
seemed a good idea and on our return the wind had 
eased enough for us all to have a site familiarisation 
flight in the T61 motor glider. This proved very useful as 
the airfield is extremely difficult to spot in the undulating 
landscape. 

Tuesday was flyable and the day was filled with aerotow 
check flights and mutual flying with other trip members. 
My first mutual flight with Crowland’s Phil Jameson 
proved very exciting when we found ourselves ‘low and 
lost’ on the edge of Class D airspace. However, we 
eventually managed to line up on landmarks pointed out 
on our earlier familiarisation flights and made it back to 
home base. In the evening we all relaxed in the 
clubhouse with a curry and watched the women’s World 

Cup final on TV. 

The following day dawned bright and sunny and was the best for soaring flights. Mutual flying continued 
together with solo trips in an Astir. Light crosswinds and other factors somehow contributed to take offs and 
landings being in opposite directions on the same narrow strip. All movements are radio controlled so what, 
at first glance, seemed a nightmare to us southerners, was just another day at the office for Currock Hill 
members. 

Thursday’s strong crosswind meant no flying so some made 
the trip to Sunderland Air Museum whilst others, me included, 
made the journey to local beauty spot Blanchland village for 
afternoon cream tea! Brian was also eyeing up the airfield 
tractor with thoughts of cutting the grass! 

Excited chatter reverberated around the clubhouse on Friday 
morning as wave bars appeared in the sky. Thoughts of epic 
flights ran through everyone’s minds as gliders and tugs were 
made ready. I flew mutual wave flights in a Puchacz with Brian 
in the morning and Crowland’s Trevor Taylor-Peach in the 
afternoon. Never before have I flown straight and level at 70kts 
with half airbrake whilst still going up! Michael was having a 
similar experience in the Astir nearby. The problem for us both 
was keeping under the Class D airspace at 5,000ft but, 
unbeknown to us, local instructor Colin Tweddell, on a training 
flight, had been granted permission for a wave climb and was looking down on us from 10,000ft. Anyway, 
what a fantastic experience! 

Finally, a special mention must first go to Mike Newton who, at the expense of his own flying, kept us all on 
the straight and narrow. Secondly, to John Allan who made the trip possible, instructor Colin Tweddell, 
treasurer Malcolm Smith and all the members at Currock Hill who made us most welcome. Thirdly to Moira 
Low, our landlady for the week who provided exceptional accommodation at a very reasonable rate. Thank 
you all; we shall return!      Photos courtesy of Trevor Taylor-Peach. 

Northern Flights 
NVGC Visit to Northumbria GC 

Paul Capitain 
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De-rigging Gliders (For Real) 
John Young 

The club has just started a program of training/re training members in the art of glider rigging 
and de-rigging.I believe the intention is to formalise the procedure, possibly in the form of a 
Standard Operational Procedure (SOP) which members must follow after being trained and 
signed off as completed formal training. 
  
My intention here is not to pre-empt the contents or structure of any SOP but to give guidance of 
real life de-rigging in the field and possibly guide you through some of the less obvious points. 

Firstly it is the pilot’s responsibility to ensure the roadworthiness of the glider trailer. All trailer 
fittings must be serviceable and rigging/de-rigging aids are located in the trailer. Assuming a 
normal field landing the pilot has a few other responsibilities to run through, in no particular 
order, but I would suggest; 

• Ring Distress and Diversion (D&D) (make sure the number is in your phone contacts) 
giving Glider identification, location (if known) or approximate position. 

• Locate the landowner and politely explain the situation. 
• Ring your retrieve crew. 
• Walk the immediate area around the field to asses access, the landowner may have already 

helped with this but be sure to advise the retrieve crew of any difficult routes. 
• Depending on the glider, start to remove any items manageable prior to main de-rig 

making sure they are kept together and secure. 
• If there is livestock in the field you may have to review your actions to all but the first 

point above. Cattle are very inquisitive and likely to come over and have a close look. 
Sheep love to have a rub and good scratch on any protruding surface. Lambs love a bit of 
wing walking. I don’t know much about horses, they far too intelligent but do tend to 
attract high vet bills.  
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Now the hints. 

• Ensure any gates opened to enter or to leave the field are securely closed behind you. 
• Regardless of the crop or condition of the field keep all movements of pilot, crew, trailer 

or vehicle to a minimum to reduce any potential damage. 
• If the field has any crop you need to be assured the landowner has advised your entrance/

exit route is acceptable. 
• If the field has any lines of lying hay or straw be sure to take the trailer in a direct route to 

the glider. Crossing over the lines could cause damage. 
• Try to position or align the trailer with the glider in such a way as to minimise the distance 

of carrying the de-rigged components. 
• It is always best to have one person in control of de-rigging or rigging and at this point 

they should take charge of how the “Dead man” should be fitted, trestles or any other aids 
should be placed. On that note always ensure trestles are located to be supporting the main 
spar and that they are secure if there is any unevenness or softness of the ground. 

• Preparation of the trailer fittings should also take place prior to removal of any major 
aircraft components as weather or field conditions can have a major influence. 

• In terms of security the horizontal stabiliser (either single unit with the elevators attached 
or individual units) should be the first item to remove.   

• In stronger cross winds, with no option other than de rigging in that position, remove the 
upwind wing first; ensure the second wing is secure, preferably with a crew member. 

• If wings have to be placed onto the ground prior to fitting into the trailer for any reason 
and there is “stubble” present, especially oilseed rape, which could puncture fabric 
covered areas; some type of support should be used at root and tip to keep the wings clear 
from damage. 

• Whatever type or style of trailer fittings are used ensure they are in position, locked, 
tightened and secure before closing the trailer or moving from the field. 

• Do a final check of the area around the trailer and de rig area to ensure no rubbish, tools or 
equipment has been left. 

• Always worthwhile dropping a bottle of wine off for the farmer (if no other charge has 
been arranged) as a goodwill –you may be back. 

• For the retrieve crew- 
• Know your car – What’s its turning circle? Some cars have low ground clearance, 

some routes into, or even the condition of the field could result in damage to the 
underside of the vehicle. (Pilot should also bear this in mind when walking the area). 

• Some cars are fitted with catalytic converters which remain very hot for some time, 
hot enough to ignite any field stubble or hay coming in contact with the exhaust 
system. 

I hope none of the above is in conflict with any forthcoming SOP which is why I have focused 
on “Hints” (especially in the field) and not commented on specific gliders nor their fittings, 
control surface connections, safety clips, main/drag pin removal or sequence.  

I have also volunteered to continue with rigging/de rigging training at the club and may include 
some of the hints above when time allows.     John Young 
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Lasham Vintage Competition 2019 
John Young 

This was to be my third visit with Spatz to Lasham’s vintage comp and although the weather 
proved to be challenging with some “Interesting Tasks” it did provide a more active field of 
competitors taking part in all the classes. 

First a bit of background on Lasham. The biggest Gliding Club in the world – a very large 
airfield which includes the home of the Gliding Heritage Centre Hangers the newest was finished 
last year and is already full of some very interesting gliders, quite a few of which flew and 
competed during the week.Lasham also has an aircraft maintenance facility on site and it’s not 
unusual to see large airliners incoming or outgoing during any normal day.  

So, with almost certainly, the biggest daily grid line ups anywhere for aero tows ready for 
launching on task, and, as the winch side fills with training, solo and the vintage gliders, 
launching as time slots allow it will never cease to impress. Lasham has the ability to launch the 
GDP value of a small country in the shortest time possible but this is only possible after briefing. 
These must NOT be missed and are extremely well presented and informative. Club briefings 
usually take place at 09:00 with detailed information on weather forecast, taking several sources 
of the data and applying local interpretations to give very accurate coverage of the intended task 
area, NOTAMS, local airliner movements and task options.  

The Vintage targets a briefing at 09:30 with a short review of the previous day’s achievements 
and coverage of the main briefing, Vintage/Heritage Glider allocation to their members and 
options of the day’s tasks for the various classes. After an initial interpretation of the rules I opted 
to try and compete against the higher tier gliders where completing the tasks and applying 
bonuses might give me a better chance, even if longer and harder tasks ran the risk of loosing 
scoring points in the event of a landout. 
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A few notes from the task setter’s daily briefing sheets –Tasks were presented daily for each tier 
and often had descriptions in code i.e. –“Main Task” – “For the ambitious” – “For the more 
ambitious”- for the second half of the week we knew what he meant when he applied the special 
code) “For the crazies” 

As it was my third visit thought I would be less intimidated with the airspace constraints around 
the area but –I had problems mentally working out some of the relative turn point positions and 
especially issues with deciding the best option for multi task choices for the available weather 
windows so I often had to get local knowledge to place a finger on a chart to show me were they 
were.  

One turn point I did get to know well, and it didn’t make me any more comfortable, especially as 
it was set as a turn point for quite a few of the weeks larger tasks, was Stockbridge. 
Have a look at a chart; add headwinds, low broken thermals, possibility of drifting towards a 
2500ft ceiling, TP inside Middle Wallop MATZ which also has occasionally activated parachute 
drop zone, another three drop zones and add the other four ATZ’s . I found out later in the week 
from the local experts that they didn’t like the TP either; they explained that the area tended to be 
a poor thermal source due to damp conditions, River test and low lying ground. 

I could add some details and results of the daily tasks but that is probably for a future article but I 
would like to finish on a final compliment about the comp. The last day saw a tight score for the 
top three positions; it was going to be a generally blue day with lower expected thermal climbs 
but still a stiff breeze with 148Km set for the tier 1 class “Even more ambitious code”.  

I had landed out twice 
during the week, I 
didn’t want to push my 
luck, wasn’t confident 
with the task versus 
the weather and had 
more or less set myself 
to the lower tier/lower 
Km’s tasks as I was 
getting tired. 

I was approached by the main contender for overall winner position who wanted to know what 
task I was intending to do, I gave my (excuses) thoughts on the weather / tasks and not pushing 
my luck. His reply took me back a bit as it came over as a genuine encouragement. “Somebody 
WILL retrieve you” –“You have to do the big one” –“That’s why we are here” 

I declared the big one which is a story in itself, not the longest task of the week but certainly 
more lows than highs, especially on the last leg which could have been completed faster by 
bailing out and walking. 

Last year I was rewarded with second place, taking overall first this year with winner of the 
Pundit class against some stiff competition was a real high.                                John Young 
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Badge Claims & Using the Services of an 
Official Observer (OO) 

Dave Mansfield 

Although this subject has been covered many times, some pilots are still not following the correct 
Rules for Badge Claims. It is the Pilot’s responsibility to make sure they have planned in advance for 
their Badge Claim flight.

• Have the appropriate logging device for the Badge Claim they are attempting.

• Declare it at Briefing in the morning and fill in the necessary paperwork declaration and/or 
the electronic version downloaded to the logging device.

• Obtain the services of an Official Observer (OO).

• The OO will then make sure the logging device is sealed and secured in the aircraft the Pilot 
is using and sign the necessary paperwork.

• The Pilot carries the Badge Claim Flight.

• If the Pilot feels they have been successful, the Pilot finds an OO (not necessary the same 
OO as in 3 above) to remove the secured and sealed logging device from the aircraft. The OO 
will take charge of the logging device and download the flight information for verification.

• If the OO has ratified the Claim, the Pilot should download the appropriate Badge Claim 
form from the BGA website, fill it in and obtain the relevant OO’s signatures.

The OO has to follow the Rules laid down in the FAI Sporting Code. If the Rules have not be met 
then the OO CANNOT RATIFY THE CLAIM.

To Repeat – It is the PILOT’S RESPONSIBILITY to make sure they follow the Rules laid down in 
the FAI Sporting Code.

FR300 and any other logging device SHOULD NOT be hung around the Pilot’s neck or in their 
pocket BUT Sealed and Secured in the Aircraft by an Official Observer.

Most instructors are Official Observers as are Roger Gate, Dave Mansfield, John Young and Michael 
Muir to name a few. 

If you would like to become an OO then the minimum criteria are a Silver Badge or continuous 
connection with the active side of Gliding for the previous three years. You also need to be 
recommended by the Club Chairman. The application form can be found here;

https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/general/official-observer-application-form/

Dave Mansfield
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24th Camphill Vintage Rally 
Roger Gate 

John Young, Graham Hayes and myself went for a week at Campbell for the Vintage rally which is as 
you would expect populated mainly by an older generation both of pilots and aircraft. Graham took 
his Swallow and I took the K6 but as the Spatz was out of commission John took the Kestrel which 
gave many of the other attendees much opportunity for a good ribbing (not that the Kestrel has any 
ribs).

This is the first time I had attended the rally and firstly I have to say that I was greeted with open 
arms by everyone who helped me to understand the intricacies of a gin and tonic (yes there is a gin 
tent open every evening after flying and before the evening meal) and how to stay awake into the night 
after a full meal and a large number of pints. The facilities at Camphill are excellent with great pub 
style bar and a resident couple who cook great breakfasts and evening meals. 

As you can tell by the intro whilst this is an excellent site we had mostly easterlies for the week so no 
ridge flying and only one reasonable thermal day but this did not storpevryone enjoying the fabulous 
views from the site out over the Penines and  the valley below. There was also a great opportunity to 
see lots of interesting aircraft including Capstans, T21s, Olympia 463 a K8 and a K18 to name a few. 
Here are a some photos to wet your appetite for a week which I would highly recommend and hope to 
repeat next year. 
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 In Other News 
NVGC Come second in the Four Club Junior Challenge 

On Monday 26th August a few of us from NVGC (Shea Kennedy, Liam Ward, Ben Ponsonby and Matija 
Krkovic) went off to Great Gransden to compete with other clubs in a series of challenges. We camped 
over for 2 nights and met a lot of new people.  We had 3 full days of flying because the weather was 
kind to us. We didn’t win, we came a close second but a good time was had by all.         Shea Kennedy    
Many thanks to Mike Newton for being the NVGC Instructor for the competition.        

DEV Group’s new Sport Vega gets it’s first outing at NVGC and the trailer gets a 
massive make over;

              John Bennett wears an apron!!!!!      

 Liam Ward 
goes solo on his           

fourteenth 
birthday!!!!
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And Finally Some Blasts From The Past 

Here we have some ARIAs. For those who don’t know what that means, it’s ‘Always Remembered 
Instructors Advice’:

• Every takeoff is optional but every landing is mandatory.

• Flying isn't dangerous. Crashing is what's dangerous.

• It's always better to be down here wishing you were up there than up there wishing you 
were down here.

• Learn from the mistakes of others. You’ll never have time to make all of them yourself.

• Never let an aircraft take you somewhere your brain didn't get to earlier.vi.Keep looking 
around. There's always something you've missed.vii. Low & slow and in you’ll go.

Pictures From 2005
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